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Section 56
—
Think of section 56 as an emergency mission transfer. In section 52 Ezra Thayer had
been called as Thomas Marsh’s companion on a mission to Missouri. Thomas got ready
to go as called. Ezra balked. The same revelation called Newel Knight and Selah Griffin
as companions to the same mission. When the Saints from New York were not able to
stay on the Copley farm and the Lord directed them to move on to Missouri in section
54, he called Newel Knight to remain as their leader. So Thomas Marsh and Selah
Griffin needed new companions. The Lord assigns them to each other in section 56.
Some readers are disturbed by this section; others like it when the Lord changes
course. How can that be, some wonder, if the Lord is always the same and knows
everything? It seems inconsistent. Close reading of section 56 and revelations related
to it shows it to be consistent with the Lord’s way, however. He locates agency in
individuals and then responds, as needed, to the way those people choose to act.
Leman Copley could have kept his covenant to let the New York Saints settle on his
land, freeing Newel Knight to go on the Missouri mission. Ezra Thayer could have
accepted the call to go with Thomas Marsh on the Missouri mission.
If the Lord had simply used his foreknowledge to avoid calling them to the work, they
could not be free to choose whether to obey his will or not. He would have predetermined
their choices instead of empowering them to choose for themselves. The Lord knew well
when he called Ezra that he would have to choose to “humble himself” and that he would
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join Thomas only “if he be obedient to my commandments.”1 Moreover, the Lord revoked
the commandment for Newel to be Selah’s companion “in consequences of the
stiffneckedness of my people . . . and their rebellions.” 2
Thomas Marsh and Selah Griffin obeyed section 56. As Thomas put it, they “journeyed
to Missouri preaching by the way.” 3 From the beginning of the Restoration, the Lord
has extended calls to people who will not accept them or who fail to fulfill them. The
Lord revokes the refused callings and rearranges assignments, and the work gets done
without the help of the unwilling. That’s a vastly superior plan to never calling anyone
who might fall short or refuse to serve. Revelations like section 56 honor our choices
and prophesy their sometimes painful consequences.
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